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Contax 645 – Sony E full auto adapter ring 

User’s manual (V. 31) 

1. Basic information 

    The adapter is compatible with Contax 645 and Sony FE/E mount protocol. It supports auto aperture 

control, auto focus and recording of lens model, max aperture, current aperture, current focal length, etc. 

into EXIF data.  

    Lenses supported: 

Contax 645 mount lens 

 Apo-Makro-Planar T* 4/120 

 Distagon T* 2,8/45 

 Distagon T* 3,5/35 

 Distagon T* 3,5/55 

 Planar T* 2/80 

 Sonnar T* 2,8/140 

 Sonnar T* 4/210 

 Tele-Apotessar T* 4/350 

 Vario-Sonnar T* 4,5/45-90 

 Sonnar T* 2,8/140 + Mutar 1,4x T* 

 Sonnar T* 4/210 + Mutar 1,4x T* 

 Tele-Apotessar T* 4/350 + Mutar 1,4x T* 

 

   The adapter has been tested on Sony A7/A7r/A7s/A7II/A7RII, Nex-5n, 

Nex-6 , Nex-7 and A6000 bodies. Theoretically, it should support other Sony 

FE/E-mount bodies. However, old models like Nex-5, Nex-3 and Nex-C3 are 

not supported because AF will not work.  

   To identify the adapter’s firmware version, you may check “Version” 

menu item of the camera body. You should see “Ver. 31” for now. 

 

2. Installation and configuration  

    I suggest connecting the lens with the adapter first. After that, install the adapter onto the body. If you 

need to separate the lens from the adapter while the adapter is connected with the body, you must turn 

off power first.  

  Be noted, the adapter has two lens release buttons for the sake of 

sharing parts with Contax N - E adapters. Please use the one marked in 

the right figure to release the lens. The other one doesn’t have any 

function here. 
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2.1 Capture size configuration (A7 series bodies) 

    When you use the adapter on full frame bodies (e.g. A7, A7r, A7s, A7II), 

you should set APS-C Size Capture to ‘Auto’ or ‘Off’. 

 

2.2 SteadyShot configuration (A7II/A7RII) 

A7II/A7RII bodies are equipped with 5 axis SteadyShot. It would be 

extremely valuable if our Zeiss lens can use this function. To do so, you need 

to set SteadyShot to ‘On’ and ‘SteadyShot Adjust’ to ‘Auto’ in the SteadyShot 

Settings menu. Now, the adapter will tell the body what current focal length 

is to activate SteadyShot function automatically.  

 

2.3 Aperture preview (A7 series bodies) 

This adapter works like a traditional SLR. It controls the lens’ aperture to 

be wide open until the opening of the shutter. When works with A7 series 

bodies, it also supports aperture preview. To do so, you need to define a 

Custom Button as shown in the figure. For example, you may define Custom 

Button 2 as Aperture Preview or Shot. Result Preview.  

After this, you may press the defined button during your finding a view. 

The aperture blades will shrink immediately. And it will be wide open again 

when you release the button.  

By default, Fringer adapter support aperture preview. However, there may 

be some side effects. For example, during the zooming of the zoom lenses, 

the aperture blades may temporarily behave abnormally. Thus, if you don’t need it, you may disable 

adapter’s aperture preview functions by following these steps. Put the body in A mode (aperture priority). 

Use the dial on the body to set current aperture to minimal (e.g. N50/1.4’s F16). Press the predefined 

aperture preview button for more than 10 seconds. A small sound (aperture blades’ moving) would tell 

you that the operation has finished. To enable adapter’s aperture preview function again, you may go 

through the same process again.  

 

2.4 Auto aperture mode and full manual mode. 

    The adapter has two different working modes, auto aperture mode and full manual mode.  

1). Auto aperture mode 

    To enter auto aperture mode, please move the aperture ring on lens to the positions other than the 

smallest aperture before turning on the power. After the power is on, the adapter will drive the lens to do 

a very short self test. The aperture will shrink and then be wide open. The AF motor will first go to the 

closest position and then to the infinite position.  

    In auto aperture mode, aperture control method is exactly the same as SLRs. You may choose aperture 

setting through dials on body (body on A or M mode) or let body decide it (body on S or Auto mode). 

Actually the lens aperture is on wide open status while focusing and finding views and only shrinks before 

the shutter is open.  

    In auto aperture mode, you can do AF or MF as you wish. To switch to these two focusing methods, you 

have two options. 

Option 1. For A7 serials bodies, you may use AF/MF switch button on the back of the body. I suggest you 

set it to ‘AF/MF toggle’ mode.  
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Option 2. For Nex bodies without AF/MF button on the back, or A7 serials bodies that the button has been 

occupied by other functions, you may control AF/MF by moving the aperture ring on the lens. The adapter 

will inform the body of entering manual focus mode when the aperture ring is moved to the smallest 

aperture position. Otherwise, it will let body in auto focus mode while the aperture ring is moved to the 

positions other than the smallest one.  

2). Full manual mode 

    Some friends prefer manual control of all the aspects just like using Y/C mount lenses. A special mode 

is designed for this purpose.  

    To enter full manual mode, you need to move the aperture ring to the smallest aperture position 

before turning on the body power. After the power is on, aperture blades will shrink to the smallest 

immediately and focusing mode is fixed to manual mode. In this mode, lens’s aperture will be directly 

controlled by the aperture ring on the lens. When you move the aperture ring, the aperture blades will 

move immediately. You may feel you are using a Y/C mount (full manual) lens.  

 

3. Phase Detection AF (for A7RII/A7II) 

  A7RII and A7II bodies support third party lens adapters to do phase 

detection AF (PDAF). C645 lenses’ AF is way faster and more accurate 

under PDAF mode than under Contrast AF mode. Fringer adapter is 

fully compatible with PDAF mode.  

  To use PDAF, please select “Phase Detection AF” in the menu. 

 

4. The Mutar 1.4x 

  Mutar 1.4x is supported by the adapter. However, when using Mutar 1.4x AF performance would be 

much poorer because it will reduce the response speed of the lens. Thus, if you found following behaviors 

when using Mutar 1.4x, please change to MF mode. 

1) AF speed becomes very slow. May need to press the shutter release button several times before a 

successful focus.  

2) Lens occasionally stop moving during AF process. Low AF successful rate. 

3) AF stops working under low light conditions. 

  

5. Firmware update 

This adapter has a USB port for firmware upgrading. Before upgrading, make sure you have the adapter, 

the USB cable provided with the adapter and a computer running Windows XP or above operating system. 

Then, follow these steps: 

1). Download the latest firmware update file, i.e. the .exe file.  

 

2). Disconnect the adapter from the camera. Connect the USB cable to both the adapter and the computer.  
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3). The OS will detect the adapter and try to install a driver for it automatically. Wait for its finish. If it fails, 

you may download the driver and install it manually. The driver: http://tinyurl.com/FringerDrv 

 

4). Run the update file, i.e. the .exe file, as administrator.  

 

5). Follow the instructions displayed on update’s user interface.  

Be noted: You may brick your adapter! Although the possibility is very low, you still need to take all 

the risks of failure. If you failed to upgrade it and can’t recover it through another trying of 

upgrading, the adapter may need to be shipped back for fixing. You will take care of all the costs.  

 

6. Known issues 

1). Don’t connect/disconnect lens while the adapter is on a power-on body. 

 

2). For lenses manufactured years ago, not all of them have good AF modules. If you find AF moving not 

smoothly during the lens self-test, the AF function may not work properly.  

 

3). Since C645 lenses are designed for SLR, when working with contrast AF (none A7RII/A7II) bodies, AF 

performance may be far poorer than SLRs. Even native contrasting AF lenses such as E mount lenses’ AF 

performance may be much better. Actually, when working under contrast AF mode, the adapters made by 

Sony (LA-EA1 and LA-EA3) perform even poorer than my adapter does. Thus, some C645 lenses’ AF process 

may be slow, noisy, not accurate enough, etc. That’s normal and is not the malfunction of the adapter. 

When Mutar 1.4x is used, MF is suggested. For A7RII/A7II users, please use Phase Detection AF mode. 

 

4). When working under phase detection AF mode, AF performace may be comparable with SLRs. However, 

due to possible parameter mismatches between C645 lenses and bodies’ AF module, AF may fail under 

certain circumstances such as low light, close object and low contrast object, etc. That’s normal and not the 

malfunction of the adapter.  

 

5). Video shooting has limitations. AF is not working.  

 

6). It’s not suggested to store a body connected with the adapter for long time when you don’t use them. If 

you do so for more than a month, the battery may run out. 

 

7). If you encounter problems that the adapter freeze the body, follow these steps. Press the lens release 

button on the body. Turn the adapter anticlockwise for 10 ~ 20 degrees. Turn the adapter back to the 

normal position. The adapter would be reset after that. 

http://tinyurl.com/FringerDrv

